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Executive Summary
Background
During 2019, Smart Dublin engaged with local and international stakeholders to explore the opportunities,
which Mobility as a Service (MaaS) could bring to Dublin. In November 2019, Mastercard CityPossible
hosted a MaaS event at the Smart City World Congress in Barcelona, which was attended by Smart Dublin
and the MaaS Alliance. Following this event, plans were put in place to facilitate a collaborative workshop
with the relevant Dublin stakeholders to develop a high-level roadmap to making MaaS a reality in Dublin.

Workshop Approach and Output
A MaaS Gap Analysis Workshop was held on March 5th 2020 in Dublin, where MaaS stakeholders
identified the characteristics of the current mobility ecosystem, defined what a potential future state MaaS
environment should be, then created and prioritised several initiatives to move Dublin towards a MaaS
environment.

As part of the introductions, the NTA provided an overview of the Next Generation Ticketing Systems
(NGTS) to the workshop and it was widely acknowledged that this new account based platform would
become a central tenet of MaaS in the future. It was also noted by the NTA that the topic of MaaS should be
progressed as a national initiative and not only for Dublin.
At the workshop, participants identified a total of 176 initiatives. Participants then reviewed and
prioritised 23 of those initiatives. These 23 initiatives provide direction on how to progress the MaaS
conversation and are summarised in the diagram below by theme and timelines. The numbering 1-23
indicates the priority of the initiative with #(1) voted the most important (please note that the duration of
each initiative is only indicative at the stage).
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Near-Term

Mid-Term

Far-Term

Theme
Q2/20

Q3/20

Q4/20

Q1/21

Q2/21

Create Executive Steering Committee (1)
Org.

Study

Q4/21

Q1/22

Q2/22

Q3/22

Q4/22

Q1/23

Q2/23

Ongoing Governance

Setup of Org. Structure to
manage the Operation Platform
(14)
Public Consultation of Future
Mobility (3)
Learn from Other Pilots (5)

Education

Q3/21

Demand Responsive Pilots (20)

Educate Travellers (Users) on
MaaS (22)
Govt. Fund for
Mobility Pilots (4)

MaaS Adoption/Pilots
(e.g.) 250 Organisations (13)
Inclusive of all modes and forms of
mobility (8)
Review relevant Local/National Policy
(18)

Review MSP License Fees (9)
Policy
Bus Lane Enforcement (15)
Data Standardisation (17)
Review Congestion Zone
Charging (23)
Subsidize Off-Peak & Dynamic Pricing
(16)

Data

National Data Audit/Catalogue
(10)
Adopt Open APIs (11)
Procurements – NGTS, Multi-model Journey
Planning, AVL (2)

Ongoing Procurement and Implementation

Technology

Coordinate Timetables across
Modes (19)
Door-to-Door (First Mile Last
Mile) (12)
Build MaaS Open Platform (6)
National User CRM System (7)
Loyalty Points Scheme (21)
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Having completed similar workshops in other cities, it is noted that the majority of initiatives highlighted in Dublin
aligned with those identified by other cities. However, the Dublin workshop provided far more detail on each of the
initiatives.

COVID-19
Immediately following the workshop, the spread of COVID-19 across the world affected all aspects of
everyday life, including mobility. With public transport numbers seeing reductions of up to 90%, and
travellers’ perceptions on safety coming to the fore, the use of MaaS will be even more critical going
forward. MaaS offers options and preferences to the individual traveller and these options will allow them to
make decisions based on how they perceive their own comfort and safety.

Next Steps
Feedback from the workshop prioritised the establishment of an Executive Steering Committee to formally
initiate a MaaS programme. This report gives a first high-level view as to the key initiatives, which the
programme could deliver. The report will be published for consideration by relevant stakeholders with a
view to establishing the Executive Committee.
It is noted that Dublin/Ireland is well placed to adopt key aspects of mobility integration and a path towards
MaaS. The MaaS Alliance remains a key ally of Smart Dublin and we have identified several areas within
this document where the Alliance can provide information and insights as needed to help deliver MaaS for
Dublin/Ireland.
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Introduction
This report is the output from the MaaS Gap Analysis workshop held in Dublin on March 5th 2020.
Please note the following:


The original scope of the workshop was a MaaS Gap Analysis for Dublin with only local
stakeholders in attendance. However, as noted by the NTA during the workshop, the scope of a
MaaS programme for Dublin may be expanded to be a national initiative; hence, in some cases
reference is made to Dublin/Ireland where appropriate. It is understood that if a MaaS programme
were defined as national initiative, many non-Dublin stakeholders would be part of the conversation.



Any references to Ireland implies the Republic of Ireland.



All the slides presented at the workshop are available in the Appendices.

Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) Overview
Over the last ten years, several converging market forces, social trends and advancements in technology
have started to reshape the way we understand transportation, the way we want to experience it and the
way we expect it to be delivered. Once a realm dominated by private vehicles juxtaposed with public transit,
today transportation is a much more complex and multi-layered topic, facing new, formidable challenges but
also standing on the brink of vast new opportunities.
The concept of “Mobility as a Service” or “MaaS” is central to the idea of change in transportation. Generally
understood as a vision of future mobility where travel happens through a combination of public, private and
shared transportation modes. It remains an ambiguous term, originated from the private sector and often
misunderstood, which complicates discussions about MaaS and its implementation.
The workshop and this resulting report aim to provide clarity on MaaS, its key stakeholders and primary
objectives within the Dublin/Irish context. In doing so, it hopes to encourage a wider discussion about the
role that transit agencies – the backbone of mobility – could play in driving MaaS forward and the unique
density that only the transit mode brings. If MaaS is to truly make a difference and make transportation
better, faster, more connected and more personal, we must think carefully about the role that transportation
plays in our society and all the people it serves.

Key Elements of MaaS and a Definition
The following components were reviewed and discussed as the key aspects of any MaaS system:


Integration of Transport Modes
o MaaS is the combination of public transport services with private services, e.g. taxi, carsharing, ridesharing, bike-sharing, car-rental, on-demand bus services.
o MaaS is also envisioned to be a service that goes beyond the regular urban boundaries,
and will embrace long-distance buses and trains, flights, and ferries.



Tariff options
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o

o

Many discussions on MaaS often refer to “mobility packages”, which offers bundles of
various transport modes (both public and private) and includes a certain amount of
km/minutes/points that can be utilised in exchange for a monthly recurring payment.
Many MaaS operators also provide a “Pay-as-you-go” solution, which charges travellers
according to the effective use of the service. These services can also include prepurchased multi-modal products or include fare-capping initiatives.



Single Platform
o MaaS relies on a digital platform (mobile app or web page) through which the end-users
can access all the necessary services for their trips: trip planning, booking, ticketing,
payment, and real-time information.
o Travellers might also access other useful services, such as weather forecasting,
synchronisation with personal activity calendar, travel history report, invoicing, and
feedback.



Multiple Actors
o A MaaS ecosystem is built on interactions between different groups of actors through a
digital platform:
 demanders of mobility (e.g. private customer or business customer),
 suppliers of transport services (e.g. public or private), and
 platform owners (e.g. third party, PT provider, authority).
o Other actors can also cooperate to enable the functioning of the service and improve its
efficiency. These can include but are not limited to:
 local authorities,
 payment clearing houses,
 telecommunication and data management companies.



Use of technologies
o Different technologies will be combined to enable MaaS: devices, such as mobile
computers and smartphones; a reliable mobile internet network (Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G, LTE,
5G); GPS; e-ticketing and e-payment system; database management system and
integrated infrastructure of technologies.



Demand Orientation
o MaaS offers a transport solution that is best from customer’s perspective, to be made
via multimodal trip planning feature and inclusion of demand-responsive services, such
as taxi. The travellers will be able to pre-plan a journey, but also call for services ondemand.



Registration requirement
o The end-user is typically required to join the platform to access available services. The
traveller will use this account for all bookings, payment solutions and will be used to
identify the traveller to the different transport modes.
o An account can be valid for a single individual or, in certain cases, an entire household.
o The subscription not only facilitates the use of the services but also enables the service
personalisation.
o It also captures the Terms and Conditions that are pertinent to the individual service
provider.
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Personalisation and Customisation
o Personalisation and Customisation ensures end users’ requirements and expectations
are met more effectively and efficiently by considering the uniqueness of each customer.
o This can increase MaaS’ attractiveness among travellers and its customers’ satisfaction
and loyalty.

All of these components are combined into a single definition of MaaS:

Mobility as a Service is a combination of public and private transportation services within a
given regional environment that provides holistic, optimal and people centred travel
options, to enable end-to-end journeys paid for by the user as a single charge, and which
aims to achieve key public policy objectives.
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Workshop Outline
The workshop was held on March 5th 2020 at the Mastercard offices in Dublin. There were 32 participants
on the day who represented a good mix of public agencies, government offices, public transport operators,
public transport authorities, private mobility service providers (MSP), industry, academia and policy makers.
A full list of attendees is provided in Appendix A: Workshop Attendees.
The attendees were split into five teams and were seated in groups to facilitate discussion and
collaboration. At the start of the event, we had round table introductions where people provided their key
focus on MaaS, which was captured in a Word Cloud (see below).

An introduction to the MaaS Alliance and the general history and evolution of MaaS was then provided,
followed by an introduction and perspective on MaaS from NTA and SAP (representing a large employer in
the region).
The initial part of the day provided context and overview on MaaS that then allowed us to progress into the
Gap Analysis part of the workshop. The diagram below outlines the overall approach to the workshop.
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The Gap Analysis follows the path of defining what the Current State of Mobility is within the region through
a round of questions that elicit responses from the teams. The next phase is an open-ended discussion
between the team members on what the End State Definition would be for MaaS to be successful. The end
state definition is often a more freethinking exercise to allow participants to express their hopes and
expectations for MaaS.
Once the current state and end states have been identified, each participant individually then defines
initiatives from a technological, policy, educational, organisational, data management or standards
perspective. Each initiative was then:
1. Tagged as to when it would be expected to be implemented: in the short term (0 to 12 months),
mid- term (12 to 24 months) or far term (beyond 24 months).
2. Placed on a wall where the facilitators clustered similar initiatives together.
3. Prioritised by individual participants to identify the initiatives most critical to the success of MaaS.
These clustered and prioritised initiatives were then collected and noted for further analysis and are
provided in the following sections of this report, along with a road map of how these initiatives can be
implemented and what are deemed the critical ones for success in the delivery of MaaS in Dublin.

Workshop Outputs
The following sections provide the direct outputs from workshop and are reported verbatim to ensure the
outputs from the attendees are captured correctly. Where necessary the author has annotated in bold
where more context is needed to understand a specific answer or statement.
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ACTION 1: Current State Analysis
The first board exercise was to identify the current state analysis. Each question is listed below with the
summation of each teams’ responses, hence in some response listings there may be contrasting items
reflecting the different opinions from different teams. The questions are asked in this order to allow for the
participants to think in a logical approach to the operation, management and policy oversight for mobility
within the region today.
Question 1: What is the current City/Region Mobility Objectives?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Move people around to create social and economic mobility



To enact policies and strategies (NTA Transport strategy)



To use traffic light priority



Deploying new cycle lanes



To ensure arterial link up



To maintain public engagement



To coordinate across agencies to ensure a common vision (This is a national issue)

Question 2: What does the city need to operate an effective transport network?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Good capacity, good pricing, ease of use, flexibility, integration



Safety



Metrics – need good data, more sharing by all mode providers and a way to bring it all together



Good legislation to enable local vs. national responsibilities



Measurable KPI’s – emissions, journey times, utilisation



Low density rural transport balanced with dense urban networks



Better information on multi-modal journey planning

Question 3: What works well and what doesn’t in the city/region from a transport perspective?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Works well:
o

Good data collection - traffic lights, environmental sensing, having a national survey on
journeys, tolling data, etc.

o

Bus lanes, cycle lanes

o

Good Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI)

o

Leap card
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o


Bus Connects program

Doesn’t work well:
o

Congestion

o

Data isn’t joined up, shared, unclear ownership

o

Siloed coordination

o

Environmental [Air quality issues and lack of communication on exact policy]

o

Enforcement – lots of people don’t follow the rules (bus lane enforcement)

o

Poor segregation of cycles and traffic

Question 4: Who runs what and who’s responsible for what?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS) [Responsible for National Policy on
Mobility]



National Transport Authority (NTA) [Responsible for implementing National Policy on Mobility]



Local Authorities (who manage the curb side) [Responsible for Local Policy on Mobility]



Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) [Responsible for ensuring National Infrastructure for
Mobility]



Road Safety Authority (RSA) [Responsible for ensuring Safety on National Infrastructure]

Question 5: What’s the biggest cost of running the transport network?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Funding comes from State (40-50%) and remainder from fares; Tax payer subsidising transport;
rider pays for use



Infrastructure vs. digital investments – easier to get investment in tangible/visible projects



CAPEX – infrastructure, retrofits/upgrades



OPEX – people to operate



Centralisation and accountability would make network more efficient [An effort to coordinate data
and services is seen as a potential large cost saver and increase overall efficiency]



Centralised data for information



Procurements tend to be a barrier

Question 6: How do we run it today? What systems do we have?
Summary of responses from all teams:


Transport system is a regulated market



Leap card
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TFI journey planner



Irish Rail app



Luas app



No / limited interoperability; Opportunity to improve



Private mobility services – car share, bike share, ride share, etc. Limited/no dialogue. [Assuming
the Mobility Service Provider (MSP) feels communication between national and regional
policy makers is not enough to allow coherent and coordinated operations]



Good data available but not well coordinated



31 Local Authorities with local by-laws not always consistent with national policy



Enforcement could be improved

The outputs of the six questions were consolidated into what was considered the key factors that drive the
current state of mobility in Dublin and are summarised in the list below.
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ACTION 2: Future State Analysis
The second board exercise was to identify the future state definitions which the city and country must
achieve to deliver MaaS. This was an open-ended exercise used to let freethinking about what a future
vision of MaaS should be for Dublin. The statement questions that were posed to the teams were as
follows:


What would we like to achieve for the MaaS Vision for the City/Region?



How do we achieve the objective of meeting policies (Social Equity)?



What additional services can be provided and how do we provide those?



Do we feel mobility subscriptions are viable?



What model for MaaS and who owns and operates it?



Who regulates a future MaaS Environment?



When do we want it? (near/mid/far)

A summary of each of teams’ outputs are provided here.
Team 1:




A platform model which is government (NTA) owned and publicly controlled and regulated
o

Aims to deliver public policy

o

Becomes a trusted entity

o

Fastest route to deliver mobility improvements

Open to all MSPs both public and private.
o

Contract with private should be light touch/agile and ensure revenue is shared equitably

o

Private operators to sign up to standards and obligations for quality of service and data
provision and they will need to provide what they say they’ll provide (accountability)

o

Pilots should start slow to build trust with the operators and let the operators continue to
provide services directly, outside the platform to retain customer contact/ownership.

o

Use universities, hospitals, industrial parks as pilot test cases, maybe even small villages.

Team 2:


A MaaS Platform for all modes of transport (public and private) with the ability to take payments



Reduce public transport journey time; journey time as a defining characteristic



Make public and private transportation options more reliable and trustworthy



o

Have confidence with the data

o

Quality of the experience in addition to journey time

Country-wide MaaS solution, useable in Dublin and integrated with rural areas
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Include the ability to pay for parking



Pedestrianise Dublin city centre where appropriate



Segregated cycling infrastructure within the city centre



Manage Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) [To ensure adequate and controlled service
delivery across all stakeholders]



Off-peak time pricing incentives

Team 3:


Integrated software and infrastructure (mobility hub e.g. Hamburg)



Increased visibility of options/modes according to user profile



Gov’t role to define the rules of the game; define the parameters of the business model; deliver the
society impacts



Capture the data on the route/mode which the traveller may have wished to take but made another
choice to inform how services can be improved



Social inclusion



Rewards and incentives



Proposition to be better than car ownership

Team 4:


Sustainable public transport as backbone of MaaS system



High density so people don’t need to travel far to begin their journey [The prevalence of the public
transport network should be increased to provide better access closer to people’s locations
to facilitate better connectivity]



Inclusivity – everybody should be able to use the system and the system should change daily as
the traveller’s needs change



Hub and spoke infrastructure [The current public transport network should be changed to
allow hub and spoke operations where better interconnections between modes]



Complementary between modes [Interconnectivity of modes of transport needs to be better
aligned to have seamless transitions]



Dynamic pricing for all modes; smart pricing
o

Drive behaviour to optimise environmental impact



Dynamic demand management e.g. shifting peak, facilitating events, etc.



Additional services:
o

Single view of all options to facilitate journey choice

o

Include smart parking

o

Polluter pays
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Model – open ecosystem with PPP. Public owns infrastructure and private delivers the capabilities



Single platform with views to all modes- public / private



Should be owned by the people of the country



Should be regulated



Multiple MaaS service providers to facilitate competition

Team 5:


Inclusive of access tools (may include call centre), use services, pricing and affordability



Reliable – integrated journeys should be joined up so multi-link journeys are coordinated



Intuitive /logical to use



Personalised and tailored to the traveller



Sustainable – promote environmental responsibility



Geographically equal – rural and city get good results



Single platform



Data safe



Publish impacts of changes in journey shifts



Regulated by NTA/DTTAS/Gov’t agencies



Ownership may be a PPP between Gov’t and private industry



Needs good branding – (e.g.) “Leap Plus” as the Leap brand already exists [www.leapcard.ie]



Subscriptions which may support some customers. E.g. companies buying subscriptions for their
employees



When:
o

Near term – create policies

o

Mid-term – build platform

o

Long term – use system [Assuming that the period 24 months out that the MaaS
Solution would be usable]
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ACTION 3: Initiative Definition
The third exercise was an individual exercise to identify initiatives to transition from the Current State
(Action 1) to the Future State (Action 2).
Each participant was provided with sticky notes and asked to identify initiatives, which could enable Dublin
to move towards the MaaS Future State. These individual initiatives were then posted to a wall under
various themes to allow consolidation as follows:


Organisational – initiatives, which require examination or changes to organisational structure at a
local, regional or national level.



Technology – initiatives, which are reliant upon or require new technology for the initiative to
happen.



Study – initiatives, which require additional analysis.



Policy - initiatives, which require examination or changes to local, regional or national policy for
MaaS to become effective.



Education – initiatives which require the concept and idea of MaaS to be more widely distributed to
the general population and MaaS Stakeholders



Data – initiatives, which are reliant upon changes to data collection, processing, storage, sharing,
management or policy. This applies to data in the Public and Private stakeholder groups.

Following the process, 176 initiatives were identified and then further grouped into 33 thematic initiatives
namely; Organisational (3), Technology (7), Study (5), Policy (15), Education (1), Data (2).
Although many initiatives related to or mentioned data in them, the overarching theme for those initiatives
was in relation to policy, study or technology, whilst only two initiatives were specifically aimed at data to
deliver MaaS. The table below list the 33 thematic initiatives collected on the day.
Thematic Area

Initiative Description

Data

Adoption of open API's and Microservices (ensure Open APIs are
embedded in all future contracts and licenses)

Data

Data audit to create a data catalogue for Ireland including which agency is
responsible for creation and management incl. NTA, TII, DCC, private data
providers, mobile, google, etc.)

Education

Educate the Public on MaaS and effect behaviour change, how do we sell
integrated mobility and how do we build excitement around MaaS?

Organisational

Creation of an Executive Steering Committee to align on a MaaS vision
supported by a Stakeholder Forum

Organisational

Development of company structure to manage the operation platform
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Thematic Area

Initiative Description

Organisational

Aligning Local technology Roadmap with individual local Roadmaps and
ensure interoperability [A consistent discussion was the lack of
coherent decision making between local policy and national policy on
mobility]

Policy

Identify the 250 organisations that create most traffic in Dublin. Incentivise
them to offer free public transport for staff, Free electric vehicles for staff to
make business trips, coordinate work from home days, coordinate shuttle
bus services [Assume employers or public agencies]

Policy

Add data sharing obligations (using a single data structure and KPIs) to
public operator charters, private MSPs’ licenses, and MaaS Operators

Policy

Apply subsidies to off-peak travel across modes and implement simplified
and dynamic pricing

Policy

Data Standardisation. How can we align with EU standards and what are
they? What policy on data sharing can we adopt?

Policy

Enforce no private cars in bus lanes

Policy

Engage with revenue commission to understand appetite/possibility of
introduction of tax credits to reward travellers who choose sustainable
modes of travel

Policy

Government funding to support the development of test areas, mobility
hubs and pilot programs to support MaaS

Policy

How do we mitigate the reduction in car and fuel tax if people adopt
sustainable mobility? How do we balance the income from mobility
operations? Road User Charging?

Policy

Inclusive of all modes and forms of mobility

Policy

Introduction of Congestion Charging and/or Toxic Emission Charging in
designated City areas

Policy

Perform assessment of relevant policy, regulations and byelaws and
department and local government level to understand policy that may need
to change to enable MaaS

Policy

Reduce license and fees as well as increasing ceilings for car clubs and
bike clubs - focus on KPIs and Impact

Policy

Revenue Sharing Model [The determination of revenue sharing models
between public and private MSPs and across different mobility
modes – a necessary agreement to ensure equity across the mobility
platforms]

Policy

Review urban planning guidelines to ensure promotion of public transport
and car/bike share in all new developments, and collocate jobs, housing
and creches for example
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Thematic Area

Initiative Description

Policy

Stop prioritising private cars

Study

Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) Pilot in and around Dublin to
augment the Public Transport Network (low risk way e.g. Small group of
users, specific geography, specific modes, university campuses, etc.)
[Execution of MaaS Pilots]

Study

Learning from other pilots, policy decisions and research. What can we
learn from international experiences and cities?

Study

Public consultation about what mobility future the population would like.
What are their needs and priorities? What's the propensity of smartphone
use? Conduct a day in the life of studies with 100 travel personas

Study

Study into MaaS in the regions v Dublin - What's the difference?

Study

Trial of a MaaS App pilot with public and private mobility options (low risk
way e.g. Small group of users, specific geography, specific modes)

Technology

Build a platform that links apps and all relevant MaaS data to allow unified
planning, payment and ticketing

Technology

Coordination of schedules and services across modes to ensure intermodal transfer

Technology

Create a national user CRM and commence outreach

Technology

Door-to-Door - First Mile Last Mile

Technology

Loyalty points to earn reduced fares on public transport across modes

Technology

Next Generation Ticketing (Account based) + National Multi-Modal
Journey Planner + Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) Procurements

Technology

Trial L Rounding Engine and fully integrate Happy Path [Unsure of
context]
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ACTION 4: Identification of Priority Initiatives to Implement MaaS
Following the posting of the initiatives on the wall and subsequent grouping into themes, the participants
were asked to review all the initiatives and vote on which initiative (or group of initiatives) is considered a
priority to enabling MaaS in Dublin. The table below outlines the priority 23 initiatives plus indicative
timelines as to when the initiative could be performed (please note these timelines were added by the
author after the workshop based on the time periods written on each initiative by the stakeholders.).
#

Initiative Description

Theme

Timeline

Votes

1

Creation of an Executive Steering Committee to align
on a MaaS vision supported by a Stakeholder Forum.

Organisational

Near

12

2

Next Generation Ticketing (Account based) + National
Multi-Modal Journey Planner + Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) Procurements.

Technology

Mid

7

3

Public consultation about what mobility future the
population would like. What are their needs and
priorities? What's the propensity of smartphone use?
Conduct a day in the life of studies with 100 travel
personas.

Study

Near

7

4

Government funding to support the development of
test areas, mobility hubs and pilot programs to support
MaaS.

Policy

Near

5

5

Learning from other pilots, policy decisions and
research. What can we learn from international
experiences and cities?

Study

Near

4

6

Build a platform that links apps and all relevant MaaS
data to allow unified planning, payment and ticketing.

Technology

Mid

3

7

Create a national user CRM and commence outreach.

Technology

Mid

3

8

Inclusive of all modes and forms of mobility.

Policy

Mid

3

9

Reduce license and fees as well as increasing ceilings
for car clubs and bike clubs - focus on KPIs and
Impact.

Policy

Near

3

10

Data audit to create a data catalogue for Ireland
including which agency is responsible for creation and
management (incl. NTA TII- DCC private data
providers, mobile, google, etc.).

Data

Near

3

11

Adoption of open API's and Microservices (ensure
Open APIs are embedded in all future contracts and
licenses).

Data

Mid

2
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#

Initiative Description

Theme

Timeline

Votes

12

Door-to-Door - First Mile Last Mile.

Technology

Near

2

13

Identify the 250 organisations that create mot traffic in
Dublin. Incentivise them to act: free public transport for
staff, Free electric vehicles for staff to make business
trips, coordinate work from home days, coordinate
shuttle bus services.

Policy

Mid

3

14

Development of company structure to manage the
operation platform.

Organisational

Near

2

15

Enforce no private cars in bus lanes.

Policy

Near

1

16

Apply subsidies to off-peak travel across modes and
implement simplified and dynamic pricing.

Policy

Mid

1

17

Data Standardisation. How can we align with EU
standards and what are they? What policy on data
sharing can we adopt?

Policy

Near

1

18

Perform assessment of relevant policy, regulations
and byelaws and department and local government
level to understand policy that may need to change to
enable MaaS.

Policy

Mid

1

19

Coordination of schedules and services across modes
to ensure inter-modal transfer.

Technology

Near

1

20

Demand Responsive Transport Pilot in and around
Dublin to augment the Public Transport Network (low
risk way e.g. Small group of users, specific geography,
specific modes, university campuses, etc.).

Study

Mid

1

21

Loyalty points to earn reduced fares on public
transport across modes.

Technology

Far

1

22

Educate the Public on MaaS and effect behaviour
change, how do we sell integrated mobility and how do
we build excitement around MaaS?

Education

Near

1

23

Introduction of Congestion Charging and/or Toxic
Emission Charging in designated City areas.

Policy

Far

1

The following section provides a narrative on each of the 23 initiatives, how they can benefit Dublin, plus
any interdependencies amongst certain initiatives. Where appropriate, examples from other cities and
regions are provided where the initiative has resulted in positives steps to MaaS. The views and comments
are those of the author.
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1. Creation of an Executive Steering Committee to align on a MaaS Vision
supported by a MaaS Stakeholder Forum Group (12 votes)
The Executive Steering committee should include representatives from various stakeholder groups that will
represent the development of MaaS in Dublin/Ireland and in specific cities. The committee should include
representation from:


The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS)



The National Transport Authority (NTA)



Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII)



City representation from relevant agencies responsible for mobility, road management and the
delivery of public transport.

It is also important that the Executive Steering committee oversees the development of MaaS for
Dublin/Ireland and will include all aspects of urban, suburban and rural MaaS developments. The Executive
Steering committee should have the remit to review and guide the progress of MaaS in Dublin/Ireland, to
call on external advice and guidance to support the development of MaaS and should meet regularly to
ensure the delivery of MaaS.
The first action of the Executive Steering committee should be to organise and create the development of a
document that outlines the MaaS Vision for Dublin/Ireland. The Executive Steering committee can be
guided by this report as well as from an external MaaS Stakeholder Group. The MaaS Stakeholder Group
can be comprised of agencies and bodies within Dublin/Ireland that have a direct interest in MaaS, as well
as representatives of public and private MSPs such as public transport operators, demand responsive
transport operators, bike share operators, car clubs, etc. The MaaS Stakeholder Group should also include
representation of the travelling public who will be the users of the MaaS systems. The Executive Steering
committee can also be the conduit for coordination with Northern Ireland to allow potential future roaming
between jurisdictions.
International References
Good examples of Executive Steering Committees in operation globally are the management teams
established in Antwerp, Belgium and South Queensland, Australia.

2. Development and Roll-out of Next Generation Ticketing (Account based),
National Multi-Modal Journey Planner, and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)
Systems (7 votes)
The NTAs current procurements of the Next Generation Ticketing Systems (NGTS), National Multi-modal
Journey Planner and Automatic Vehicle Location Systems are all pivotal to the nationwide roll-out of MaaS.


NGTS - the ability to offer a unified account-based payment solution on all public transport, and the
ability to use that account to pay for third party private MSPs will become a central tenet of MaaS in
Dublin/Ireland. The addition of Contactless Bank Cards (cEMV) will also make the enablement of
MaaS more rapidly available.
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Multi-modal Journey planning is another key tenet of MaaS and the ability to allow coherent and
accurate multi-modal journeys, spanning both public and private MSP will be an underpinning
functionality needed for MaaS. Journey planning will be based on accurate information from which
to determine the optimal journeys for the travellers.



AVL - the provision of accurate vehicle location to determine the timeliness and arrival times for
services will be critical to the delivery of accurate journey options to the end user. Journeys
provided purely off schedule data and perceived locations will result in inaccurate estimates for
arrival times and failed journey plans for the end user who will in turn lose trust in the journey
options provided.

While the procurement of these three solutions will vastly improve the functionality and ability to deliver
MaaS, there are several programs and initiatives (identified below) which can occur prior to the roll-out of
these systems to advance the MaaS acceptance in Dublin/Ireland.

3. Public consultation about what the mobility future for Ireland Should be (7
votes)
A key element to getting government and stakeholder support for the development of MaaS will be
evidence of the need and willingness to use MaaS solutions. One of the initial tasks of the Executive
Steering Committee should be to oversee the creation and execution of several public studies to determine
the following pertinent issues:


What are the specific needs of the travelling public? What are the obstacles to using different
mobility options other than a private car today? What would be the critical factor for people to stop
using their own vehicle and to switch to a MaaS type solution?



What is the propensity of smartphone solutions and what other methodologies would the traveling
public prefer to use in order to plan, book, pay and execute their journeys?

International References
A useful exercise that many countries (Sweden, Helsinki and the Netherlands for example) have developed
is to create personas for the people who will be using the MaaS solutions. This persona document can be
used internally to vet new proposals for integrated mobility but can also be provided to prospective MSPs to
see if they can deliver services that are suitable for most of the personas, and if not declare why they
cannot deliver the service.

4. Government funding to support the development of test areas, mobility hubs
and pilot programs to support MaaS (5 votes)
The development of test areas for new mobility experiments and trials can allow the rapid evolution and
testing of new integrations between mobility types, new incentivisations and new processes to improve
mobility options. Many pilots across Europe have evolved over time to into specific operational mainstream
programs. Examples of pilot programs and how they have evolved can be found on the MaaS Alliance
website.
International References
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It has also been demonstrated at several locations across Europe, specifically Hamburg and Barcelona,
that the creation and deployment of mobility hubs at major interchanges can have a dramatic effect on
people’s ability and propensity to select multi-modal journeys. Mobility hubs are often located at major
public transport interchanges and will have facilities to allow travellers to switch modes seamlessly, as well
as ancillary services such as convenience stores and toilet facilities. In Hamburg for example, the major
transport interchanges are co-located with cycle rental, secure cycle parking, car club schemes, electrical
vehicle charging stations, and areas for ride haling and taxi pick up and drop off.

5. Learning from other pilots, policy decisions and research. What can we learn
from international experiences and cities? (4 votes)
Many countries and cities across Europe and the world have started pilot programs with numerous MSPs to
test and see what works and what does not in terms of mobility integration and differing service levels for
mobility. A comprehensive list of the pilot programs can be found on the MaaS Alliance website and
representatives can be connected directly to the pilot leads in the relevant region for on-to-one discussions
on the specifics of the pilot, the outcomes and lessons learned. The list is not exhaustive, but the MaaS
Alliance can provide connections to many pilots and representatives of the private MSP community that are
carrying out these pilots.
One lesson learned from the pilots to date is to be selective and focused on the pilot in terms of geographic
and demographic scope. Often pilots have been located on university or hospital campuses where the
demographic has a high propensity of using public transport and are usually cognisant with the use of smart
phone technology and applications. Successful programs like this have been carried out across Europe and
in Singapore and Australia.
International References
Good examples of focused pilot programs include:


Green Class CFF E-Car in Switzerland



Door-to-Door Gate Services, Munich, Germany.



Uber - JUMP biking partnership, San Francisco, USA

6. Build a platform that links apps and all relevant MaaS data to allow unified
planning, payment and ticketing (3 votes)
One of the business models described for MaaS is the development of an open ecosystem where an
integration platform can connect all players in the MaaS ecosystem in order to facilitate the planning,
booking, payment and execution of journeys. This was the third (i.e.) the Open Ecosystem model, of the
three business models presented at the workshop where there is an integration platform that acts as an
impartial gateway providing and connecting mobility services to MaaS operators.
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It would be envisaged that the new NGTS, Multi-modal Journey Planner and AVL systems would be an
essential to this platform. The controlling authority of the platform (assumed to be the NTA) would have the
power to regulate and control all stakeholders who have access to the platform and use it to conduct
mobility service offerings. The controlling authority would have the ability to set geographic and temporal
regulations on MSPs such that certain services cannot be used in certain regions at certain times of the
day. For example, the controlling authority would have the ability to regulate the use of ride hailing services
in the central business district such that they do not operate at morning or evening rush hour unless in a
multi-share mode.
The use of such a platform would allow the use of a traveller’s public transport account to be used to pay for
private mobility services and vice versa. In this way a traveller should be able to pay for a bike rental with
their Leap account. This aligns with initiative #2 outlined previously.
There are several platforms available on the market that allow varying degrees of functionality and
configurability and can enable integrated mobility planning, payment and execution seamlessly, while
reporting analytics on the utility and quality of service provision of the MSPs so that the controlling authority
can ensure its policy goals and customer standards are being met.

7. Create a national user CRM and commence outreach (3 votes)
One aspect of MaaS that is often overlooked is Customer Relationship Management (CRM). CRM is an
approach to manage a networks interaction with current and potential customers. It uses data analysis
about customers' history with a service to improve relationships with customers, specifically focusing on
customer retention and ultimately driving re-use of the network.
In terms of MaaS for Dublin/Ireland, the use of account-based solutions as part of the NGTS will be a major
step forward in terms of CRM, but in the wider scope of MaaS, there will be a need to include other MSPs
into the solution.
An example of this comes when a journey is planned across many modes and is paid for by the travellers’
public transport account. For example, let’s assume a traveller books a taxi from their home to the train
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station to connect into the city. If the taxi is late arriving and then gets held up in traffic on way to the station,
and then the traveller then misses their connecting train, who is responsible for compensation if necessary
and who is providing the direct customer support to the traveller? When all modes are separate, the
individual is self-booking and paying for each leg, so they are solely responsible for any issues that result in
missed connections. In a MaaS ecosystem where multi-modal journeys are planned as several trips with a
single payment from a single source, the responsibility of who needs to manage customer support needs to
be well defined.
A comprehensive national CRM solution could be an effective solution to managing and supporting
customer service and outreach specifically when associated with the account management aspects of the
NGTS.

8. Inclusive of all modes and forms of mobility (3 votes)
The central tenet of MaaS is that the solutions provided to a consumer should include all modes of
transport, both from public and private MSPs in the region. It should be up to the traveller to select which
modes they prefer and when to use them, as they select their journey from all provided options.
As the discussion on MaaS progresses in Dublin/Ireland, the Executive Steering committee should ensure
that all regulated MSPs should be included in the discussion and planning.

9. Reduce license and fees as well as increasing ceilings for car clubs and bike
clubs - focus on KPIs and Impact (3 votes)
Part of any Mobility strategy for a city or region should have regular reviews of the operating paradigm to
see how it has affected the private MSP and what they have contributed to the delivery of mobility services
in the city or region.
International References
As part of this review and often associated with relicensing of MSPs (a good example of this is when San
Francisco cancelled and relicensed all their bike and scooter service providers under new terms and
conditions), the controlling authority can look to include metrics for collection and reporting on the impact
that the MSP has had in the region.

10. Data audit to create a data catalogue for Ireland including which agency is
responsible for creation and management (incl. NTA, TII, DCC, private data
providers, mobile, Google, etc.) (3 votes)
Data and sharing data are the life blood of any MaaS ecosystem. It was very apparent from the workshop
that there are numerous agencies in the country and region that have access to differing volumes of data
that can be pertinent and be used to deliver operational improvements to other agencies and service
providers. The issue was raised that the types of data available, the regulation over sharing and ownership
and data privacy, and the cost of providing data are key to achieving a MaaS ecosystem.
The Executive Steering committee should examine the benefits of auditing relevant local datasets,
publishing a catalogue of datasets whilst highlighting any issues for data sharing. This catalogue will
probably highlight issues of data standardisation as well as any existing duplication of effort to create
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datasets. The cataloguing effort will also allow the policy over data management to be addressed in a
coherent manner once all public and private mobility datasets have been identified. It should be noted that
this is not an insignificant task and will require cooperation from across all stakeholders, but the potential
benefits could unlock valuable insights into delivering MaaS, as well as methodologies to vastly improve
operational services today.
MaaS Alliance Accelerators
The MaaS Alliance has a good paper on Data within the MaaS Ecosystem which can be used as a good
starting point.

11. Adoption of open API's and Microservices (ensure Open APIs are embedded in
all future contracts and licenses) (2 votes)
Many MSPs today are providing data and services using common open APIs. The MSPs operating in
Dublin/Ireland may already or wish to operate internationally and as such use a common open API and
associated services to deliver their mobility offerings.
Companies and agencies that do not use common open APIs require additional engineering and resources
to make their data and services compatible with the overall MaaS Ecosystem Architecture. Given some
private MSPs have only been in the market for a short duration, it is imperative that the cost of integrating
these new private providers does not become a burden for the parties involved.
To that end the controlling authority should enforce policy to ensure that they and any other service provider
that wants to be part of the MaaS ecosystem should be using open APIs and Microservices.
MaaS Alliance Accelerators
The MaaS Alliance as part of its technical working group is building out a directory of common APIs for the
MaaS ecosystem. New MSPs can have their APIs tested for inclusion in the directory and the controlling
authority in Ireland can have access to the directory to check and download information on open APIs.

12. Door-to-Door - First Mile Last Mile (2 votes)
The concept of MaaS exists in order to offer travellers options for mobility aside from reliance on a private
vehicle. As such all MaaS offerings must include the concept of providing multi-modal journeys from
wherever the traveller wants to begin their journey to their destination. More commonly than not this is from
their home to a place of work, education or study, and as such the concept of Door-to-Door is key in
ensuring that the planned journey starts and ends where the traveller needs it.
Also, key to delivering MaaS is the core assumption that public transport is the backbone of MaaS. Only
public transport has the regularity and capacity to move the high volumes of people required for MaaS. To
that end, the concept of First Mile-Last Mile is also key to MaaS. Most planned multi-modal journeys will
probably require a trip leg from the departure point, to a node on the public transport network for the next
trip leg, then a connection from the public transport network to the destination for the final trip leg. It is the
connecting trip legs to and from the public transport and how seamless and easy those trip legs can be
made that will determine the success of MaaS.
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It is also important to understand that those multimodal trip legs could be active modes of transport such as
walking or cycling to the public transport network, so you may walk to a bus stop, get a bus that connects to
the tram, then cycle the last trip leg to your destination. In this way, MaaS can be used to promote active
modes of mobility over other modes such as demand responsive transport or ride hailing services.

13. Identify the 250 organisations that create the most traffic in Dublin. Incentivi se
them to offer free public transport for staff, free electric vehicles for staff to
make business trips, coordinate work from home days, coordinate shuttle bus
services (2 votes)
This may seem an optimistic initiative but engagement with local businesses to help manage the demand
on the public transport network and road networks can deliver sizeable benefits.
International References
For example, in Chicago, the headquarters of Bank of America, McDonalds, United Airlines and Boeing all
worked with the city to examine methodologies to reduce the impact that their staff have on the transport
network. Staggering start times for employees has helped flatten the demand on certain stations near the
headquarters, which has meant that the network runs more efficiently and, in the morning, and evening
peak periods the available capacity can cope with the demand more effectively.
All city workers in Chicago can also use their government issued identification to get access to public
transportation, which when combined with a robust internal messaging exercise led to a significant
reduction in the use of government owned vehicles on the road during the day, and a corresponding peak in
the utilisation of the public transport network.
These simple initiatives can be used in isolation or conjunction to look at means to improve the transport
network experience for all travellers.
Given the development of industrial parks in and around Dublin/Ireland and the issue that sometimes the
parks may not be efficiently connected to the public transport network, focusing on a specific employer or a
specific park to offer alternate means to connect to the network without having to resort to a private car
could be a useful means to fast-track deployment of mobility programs and to start to engender a sense of
multi-modal transportation for the commute.
A good example of this is the Smart Mobility hub project in operation in each of the Dublin Local Authorities,
which provides a shared pool of EVs and eBikes for staff to use as part of their day-to-day jobs.

14. Development of company structure to manage and regulate the operation of
MaaS and associated platforms (2 vote)
The development of a MaaS ecosystem will be a complex set of interactions that will encompass the
political sphere, the economic management of the various stakeholders, the underlying technologies to
deliver a connected solution, and the societal changes need to be bought about to make the MaaS a reality.
In a politically and managerially fragmented environment, it becomes hard to garner consensus and to
effectively deliver a MaaS vision. The cities where a single authority has overall responsibility for
coordination, messaging and management (e.g. TfL in London, TfNSW in Sydney, MTA in New York) the
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ability to effect network wide change and to regulate and control is often seen as more effective. Other cities
where an overarching agency exists, but the need to coordinate and get agreements across several policy
stakeholders often leads to piecemeal solutions being adopted and to issues of mass implementation of
incoherent solutions (e.g. Clipper payment system in the Bay Area of California where 23 individual transit
agencies negotiate their specific requirements on any overall solution).
Having a single authority with responsibility for regulation and management of the network, but with the
specific remit to coordinate and message into the individual regions and agencies can and will help the
development of nationwide solutions. For Dublin/Ireland, the logical agency to take the lead on the
development of a MaaS vision would be the NTA, and in conjunction with the Executive Steering committee
could effectively manage the numerous specific requirements and policy issues from the various
stakeholders. This is a similar approach taken by the Netherlands (Translink) and New Zealand (NZTA).

15. Enforce no private cars in bus lanes (1 vote)
A critical element of the delivery of MaaS is ensuring the accuracy of the estimated times or arrival for
people’s journeys. This becomes even more critical when you are considering that people may have to
change between modes and that a delay on the first leg could cause them to miss a connection.
Ensuring buses have unimpeded movement and can stay to their schedules will be a key requirement for
transport network management in the future and making sure the bus lanes remain free of car traffic will
help in making schedule adherence consistent.
Active enforcement of infringements is needed to ensure that people are aware of the nature of bus lanes,
but to also show that the benefits of keeping the lanes free are beneficial to the entire network. Active
messaging ahead of and during enforcement will allow private car users to understand the penalty of
infringement and what the city/region is trying to achieve with active enforcement.

16. Apply subsidies to off-peak travel across modes and implement simplified and
dynamic pricing (1 vote)
Price differentials across times of the day are an effective methodology to nudge people’s behaviours and
travel times. Simple price differentials outside of peak hours have demonstrated significant shift of demand
away from the available capacity. This ability to direct people’s journey via fare incentives (off peak or
dynamic pricing) can provide the additional capacity on the network necessary to deliver MaaS solutions
effectively.
Dynamic pricing (hour-to-hour variations on the normal fare) is often used to incentivise across competing
routes into the city to nudge ridership. For example, if a bus line and tram line serve the same community
into a central region, there may be an incentive for the public transport operator to nudge people to use an
under-demanded bus journey when they know the tram will be oversubscribed (special events for example).
International References
A good example of this is the work done in Chicago where a trial managed to shift 17% of registered
travellers on a particular metro line out of peak hours by offering pricing incentives and free trips.
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17. Data Standardisation. How can we align with EU standards and what are they?
What policy on data sharing can we adopt? (1 vote)
There are numerous initiatives and programs ongoing in Europe now, most reviewed or managed by the
European Union to promote issues of data standardisation, management and policy.
MaaS Alliance Accelerators
The MaaS Alliance is associated with all these initiatives and can provide a common interface to all the
ongoing communications and programs. More information on the EU Digital Strategy can be found here, or
on the MaaS Alliance website. Like Incentives Number 10 and 11 above, the need to harmonise data
management, transmission and policy is paramount on ensuring a coherent MaaS implementation.

18. Perform assessment of the relevant policy, regulations and byelaws and
department and local government level to understand policy that may need to
change to enable MaaS (1 vote)
This will be an important process necessary to enable the widespread roll out of MaaS. Often in MaaS pilots
and deployments to date, the limiting factor on success has not been the desire of the community, the will of
the organisations, or the technology being deployed; but the lack of coordination on policy between public
bodies and across boundaries.
A complete review of local policies, regulations and byelaws for the enablement of MaaS across the regions
necessary will be needed in order to enable MaaS. This will need to be carried out if a single entity (possibly
the NTA) takes national policy lead on MaaS.

19. Coordination of schedules and services across modes to ensure inter -modal
transfer (1 vote)
On reason often cited across cities is the lack of coordination between services, which puts people off
utilisation of the public transport services. Simple schedule planning and coordination between different
modes of public transport and between specific operators in a region will helpfully reduce the wait time
between trip legs and make the travelling experience more pleasant.
International References
This was the case in Sydney where initially there was little schedule coordination and for certain locations, a
ferry would arrive as per the schedule, to find that the connecting bus had left 3 minutes earlier. This meant
a dwell time of over 27 minutes to wait for the next bus operation, which the community found too much so
resorted to private cars and ride hailing services. After coordination of the schedules to allow connections
between modes, public transport utilisation on these routes increased significantly.

20. Demand Responsive Transport Pilot in and around Dublin to augment the Public
Transport Network (low risk way e.g. Small group of users, specific geography,
specific modes, university campuses, etc.) (1 vote)
Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) trials are a growing focus of many cities globally as it combines the
connectivity of a bus service and the on-demand nature of ride-hailing services. Many trials in Australia
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have demonstrated the high acceptance rate from the communities to connect them to the public transport
network and on to their final destination.
DRT is often useful to augment the public transport network in low density areas, or to connect specific
geographies to the network. For example, DRT solutions are often deployed in industrial parks, educational
campuses or hospital locations. Areas where you have a contained customer base and the regions are not
served well by existing public transport are prime for DRT trials.
In this instance, it may be useful for Dublin to look at specific DRT trials in and around industrial parks,
hospital and academic campuses, or suburbs currently underserved by public transport.
International References
A good example of this is the Mobility-X trial at NTU Smart Campus where the DRT solution was
autonomous, but still provided on demand solutions.

21. Loyalty points to earn reduced fares on public transport across modes (1 vote)
Miami-Dade has recently introduced a methodology of rewarding their passengers with points for every
journey they complete on the network. Once the traveller collects a certain amount of points, they can trade
these points for free rides on the network, or for vouchers for different services (coffee, pharmacy, etc.).
This incentive solution has been incredibly popular in region and the subscription rate has been very high.
The incentive system also includes a process to allow a traveller to collect points for watching short,
targeted advertising videos. Each video watched adds a fixed amount of points to their account. Effectively
this has enabled passengers on limited incomes to access the public transport network at reduced cost and
the revenue collected as fares is offset from advertising income.
These processes of incentivisation can be built into any mobile application and have a demonstrated benefit
and acceptance from the travelling public.

22. Educate the Public on MaaS to effect behaviour change, how do we sell
integrated mobility and how do we build excitement around MaaS? (1 vote)
MaaS as a concept is often quite hard to sell to the travelling public not because of the tangible benefits, but
the nomenclature and phraseology used in this domain is often not understood by the average traveller.
The combination of travel modes into a single digital interface for a traveller to plan, book, pay and execute
a journey is a concept that has been embraced in certain areas, but the perceived complexity of the process
is often seen as daunting and has created issues of trust in the service provided, or caused travellers to
question why they even need a mobility service.
MaaS Alliance Accelerators
Extensive work has been done by some MaaS Operators (MaaS Global, Mobility-X and UbiGo to name a
few) on messaging and education for the travellers. The MaaS Alliance also has material on these and
several other issues that could be pertinent on creating education material necessary to engage the public
on the MaaS discussion.
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23. Introduction of Congestion Charging and/or Toxic Emission Charging in
designated City areas (1 vote)
With congestion on the increase in cities (both pre-Covid19 and potentially after movement restrictions ease
up), the road network becomes over utilised and this has an immediate impact on people’s journey times for
both private and public transportation modes, but also the environment.
International References
Many cities have implemented congestion charging policies and toxic emission charging policies to manage
the impact on the city itself. The prime example for this would be London who have a successful congestion
charging and an Ultra Low Emissions zone policy that has generated revenue to feed back into the
transport network but has also seen a measurable improvement in air quality in the city. Many cities
including New York, Los Angeles and Sydney are now considering this to improve transport operations and
manage the environmental impact of mobility in their city.
Having a congestion charging zone may require investment in the public transport network as people may
be economically forced to not use private transport and rely on the public transport network. Pushing people
to public transport can be a precursor to more MaaS type solutions offered to complete people’s journeys.
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ACTION 5: Roadmap to MaaS
After the workshop, the priority initiatives defined under Action 4 were assigned to one of three-time
windows. The time-window assignment was based on the individual written initiatives in Action 3 and based
on the judgement of the author based on previous experiences. As outlined in the Executive Summary, the
diagram below provides a consolidated view of the prioritised 23 initiatives categorised by theme and timewindow (please note that the duration of each initiative is only indicative at the stage).
Near-Term

Mid-Term

Far-Term

Theme
Q2/20

Org.

Study

Q3/20

Q4/20

Q1/21

Q2/21

Create Executive Steering Committee
(1)
Setup of Org. Structure to
manage the Operation
Platform (14)

Q4/21

Q1/22

Q2/22

Q3/22

Q4/22

Q1/23

Q2/23

Ongoing Governance

Public Consultation of Future
Mobility (3)
Learn from Other Pilots (5)

Education

Q3/21

Demand Responsive Pilots (20)

Educate Travellers (Users) on
MaaS (22)
Govt. Fund for
Mobility Pilots (4)

MaaS Adoption/Pilots
(e.g.) 250 Organisations (13)
Inclusive of all modes and forms of
mobility (8)
Review relevant Local/National Policy
(18)

Policy

Review MSP License Fees (9)
Bus Lane Enforcement (15)
Data Standardisation (17)
Review Congestion Zone
Charging (23)
Subsidize Off-Peak & Dynamic Pricing
(16)

Data

National Data Audit/Catalogue
(10)
Adopt Open APIs (11)
Procurements – NGTS, Multi-model Journey
Planning, AVL (2)

Ongoing Procurement and Implementation

Technology

Coordinate Timetables across
Modes (19)
Door-to-Door (First Mile Last
Mile) (12)
Build MaaS Open Platform (6)
National User CRM System (7)
Loyalty Points Scheme (21)
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Concluding Remarks
A MaaS Gap Analysis Workshop was held on March 5 th 2020 in Dublin where relevant MaaS stakeholders
participated in identifying the characteristics of the current mobility ecosystem, defined what a potential
future state MaaS environment should be, and then created and prioritised many initiatives to move
Dublin/Ireland towards a MaaS environment.
The NTA provided an overview of the Next Generation Ticketing Systems (NGTS) to the workshop and it
was widely acknowledged that this new account based platform would become a central tenet of MaaS in
the future.
Of the 176 initial initiatives identified, these were consolidated and prioritised into 23 key initiatives. Having
completed similar workshops in other cities, it is noted that the majority of initiatives highlighted in Dublin
aligned with those identified by other cities. However, the Dublin workshop provided far more detail on each
of the initiatives.
It is the viewpoint of the author that the initiatives outlined in this report will place Dublin/Ireland on a good
path to having a coherent and adaptable transportation system, which will utilise MaaS to the greatest
effect.
In conclusion, Dublin/Ireland is well placed to adopt key aspects of integrated mobility and a path towards
MaaS.
The MaaS Alliance remains a key ally of Smart Dublin and we have identified several areas in this
document where we can provide information and insights as needed to help deliver MaaS for
Dublin/Ireland.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Workshop Attendees
#

Name

Organisation

Role

1

Andy Taylor

MaaS Alliance

Facilitator

2

David Roat

MaaS Alliance

Facilitator

3

Jonathan Williams

MaaS Alliance

Facilitator

4

Will Judge

Mastercard CityPossible

Key Contributor

5

Dave Fleming

Mastercard CityPossible

Welcome Note only

6

James Crawford

SAP

Large Employer

7

Christopher Manzira

Dublin City Council (DCC)

Local Government

8

Niall Bolger

Dublin City Council (DCC)

Local Government

9

Jamie Cudden

Dublin City Council (DCC) Smart Cities

Local Government

10

Veronica Mariti Sesoko

Dublin City Council (DCC) Smart Cities

Local Government

11

Niamh Russell

Fingal County Council

Local Government

12

Alan Murphy

Smart Dublin

Local Government

13

Carol O’Reilly

Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport
(DTTAS)

Policy

14

Shane Prendergast

Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI)

Policy

15

Matthew Mullarkey

University of South Florida

Research

16

Bidisha Ghosh

Trinity College Dublin (TCD)

Research

17

Vinny Cahill

Trinity College Dublin (TCD)

Research

18

Fiona Brady

FreeNow

Technology Provider

19

Peter Soutter

Good Travel Software (GTS)

Technology Provider

20

Richard Doody

Good Travel Software (GTS)

Technology Provider

21

Barry Dorgan

National Transport Authority (NTA)

Transport Authority

22

Jason Clark

National Transport Authority (NTA)

Transport Authority

23

Stephen Downes

National Transport Authority (NTA)

Transport Authority

24

Hugh Cooney

Bleeperbike

Transport Operator - Private

25

Ben Lawson

Enterprise Holdings (EHI)

Transport Operator - Private

26

Gary Killeen

Enterprise Holdings (EHI)

Transport Operator - Private

27

Rob Kearns

GoCar

Transport Operator - Private

28

David Dobbyn

Lime

Transport Operator - Private

29

Thomas O’Connell

Moby

Transport Operator - Private

30

Aiden Connolly

Toyota (Yuko)

Transport Operator - Private

31

Charlie Gleeson

Zipp Mobility

Transport Operator - Private

32

Ciaran Rogan

Dublin Bus

Transport Operator - Public

33

Michael Power

Irish Rail

Transport Operator - Public
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Appendix B: Glossary of Terms
Term

Description

API

Application Program Interface

AVL

Automatic Vehicle Location

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

cEMV

Contactless Bank Cards

CFF

Swiss Federal Railways

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

DRT

Demand Responsive Transport

eBikes

Electric Bikes

EV

Electric Vehicle

GPS

Global Positioning System

MaaS

Mobility as a Service

MSP

Mobility Service Provider

MTA

Metropolitan Transportation Authority (New York)

NGTS

Next Generation Ticketing Systems

NTU

Nanyang Technological University

NZTA

New Zealand Transport Agency

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PPP

Public Private Partnership

PT

Public Transport

RSA

Road Safety Authority

RTPI

Real Time Passenger Information

SLA

Service Level Agreement

TFI

Transport for Ireland

TfL

Transport for London

TfNSW

Transport for New South Wales
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Appendix C: List of External Links
1. Data makes MaaS happen - MaaS Alliance Vision Paper on Data
https://maas-alliance.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2018/11/Data-MaaS-FINAL-after-plenary-1.pdf
2. European Data Strategy - Priorities 2019-2024 - European Commission
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/european-data-strategy_en
3. Green Class CFF E-Car in Switzerland – SBB, Switzerland
https://www.sbb.ch/en/home.html
4. MaaS in Action - MaaS Alliance
https://maas-alliance.eu/maas-in-action/
5. MaaS Alliance White Paper - Guidelines and Recommendations to create the foundations for a
thriving MaaS Ecosystem
https://maas-alliance.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2017/09/MaaS-WhitePaper_final_040917-2.
6. Mobility-as-a-Service: Real-time routing service reducing travel time of air passengers - Munich,
Germany
https://www.globalairrail.com/images/events/2017/Airport_Access_Ideas_Forum_2017/Case_Studies/AAI
F2017%20-%20Case%20Studies-MaaS.pdf
7. Mobility-X trial at NTU Smart Campus - Autonomous Vehicles, Singapore
https://www.mobility-x.com/press/ntu-partners-smrt-and-2getthere-to-test-autonomous-vehicles-on-thentu-smart-campus/
8. Relicensing of MSPs (all bike and scooter service providers under new terms and conditions) San Francisco, USA
https://www.thedrive.com/tech/20950/regulating-san-franciscos-electric-scooter-problem
9. Smart Mobility Hub project - Smart Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
https://trello.com/support/ie11?returnUrl=https%3A%2F%2Ftrello.com%2Fc%2FGq4L8498
10. Uber - JUMP biking partnership - San Francisco, USA
https://medium.com/uber-under-the-hood/understanding-multimodality-an-analysis-of-early-jump-users4a35d647b7e6
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Appendix D: Main Presentation Material from the Workshop
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Appendix E: NTA Presentation
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Appendix F: SAP Presentation
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